Abstract: Ant-based clustering due to its flexibility, stigmergic and selforganization has been applied in variety areas from problems arising in commerce, to circuit design, and to text-mining, etc. A modified clustering method with fuzzy ants has been presented in this paper. Firstly, fuzzy ants and its behavior are defined; secondly, the new clustering algorithm has been constructed based on fuzzy ants. In this algorithm, we consider multiple ants based on Schockaert's algorithm. This algorithm can be accelerated by the use of parallel ants, global memory banks and density-based 'look ahead' method. Experimental results show that this algorithm is more efficient to other ant clustering methods.
1.Introduction
Clustering has been widely studied since the early 60's. Some classic approaches include hierarchical algorithms, partitioning method such as K-means, Fuzzy C-means, graph theoretic clustering, neural networks clustering, and statistical mechanics based techniques. Recently, several papers have highlighted the efficiency of stochastic approaches based on ant colonies for data clustering [1, 2, 3, 4] .
While the behavior of individual ants is very primitive, the resulting behavior on the colony-level can be quite complex. A particularly interesting example is the clustering of dead nestmates, as observed with several ant species under laboratory conditions. By exhibiting only simple basic actions and without negotiating about where to gather the corpses, ants manage to cluster all corpses into 1or 2 piles. The conceptual simplicity of this phenomenon, together with the lack of centralized control and a priori information, are the main motivations for designing a clustering algorithm inspired by this behaviorLorem; sed ipsum?
2.Related Work
Ant-based clustering and sorting was originally introduced for tasks in robotics by Deneubourg [3] . This paper has proposed a basic model that explains the spatial structure of cemetery forms as a result of simple, local interactions without any centralized control or global representation of the environment. Holland et al. applied related model to robotics to accomplish complex tasks by several simple robots [5] . Lumer and Faieta modified the algorithm to extend to numerical data analysis by introducing a measure of dissimilarity between data objects [3] .Kuntz et al. applied it to graph-partitioning [6] , text-mining [7] and VLSI circuit design [8] .Wu and shi applied Deneubourg's model in clustering to derive (Clustering based on Swarm Intelligence) CSI model and some important concepts, such as swarm similarity, swarm similarity coefficient and probability conversion function.
Monmarché [1] proposed an algorithm in which several items are allowed to be on the same cell. Each cell with a nonzero number of items corresponds to a cluster. Each ant a is endowed with a certain capacity c(a) . Instead of carrying one item at a time, an ant a can carry a heap of c(a) items. Probabilities for picking up, at most c(a) items from a heap and for dropping the load on a heap are based on characteristics of the heap, such as the average dissimilarity between items of the heap. When an ant decides go pick up items, the c(a) items whose dissimilarity to the centre of the heap under consideration is highest, are chosen. Two particularly interesting values for the capacity of an ant a are c(a)=1 and c(a)= . Monmarché proposes to apply this algorithm twice. The first time, the capacity of all ants is 1, which results in a high number of tight clusters. Subsequently the algorithm is repeated with the clusters of the first pass as atomic objects and ants with infinite capacity. After each pass k-means clustering is applied for handling small classification errors. Inspired by Monmarché's paper, Schockaert et al. proposed a clustering method with only one fuzzy ant since the use of multiple ants on a nonparallel implementation has no advantage [9] .
3.Fuzzy Ants
In papers [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , fuzzy ants have been discussed more than ones. Our algorithm is based on Schockaert's method. Because of the limited space we do not go into detail about the algorithm based on fuzzy ants. We only give same basic concept and focus on the optimization.
First we introduce some notations, and then give some definition. Let E be a fuzzy relation in X, i.e. a fuzzy set in X 2 , which is reflexive and T Wtransitive(i.e. T W (E(x,y),E(y,z) E(x,z)), for all x,y and z in X) where X in the set of items to be clustered and T W the Lukasiewicz triangular norm defined by 2 . Because of the limited space we do not go into the detail about how to define and /or compute the centre of a heap, as this can be dependent on the kind of the data that needs to be clustered.
Definition1 A heap is defined as a collection of 2 or more data items. A heap is spatially located in a single cell and has unique ID in this algorithm.
Definition2 The probability that an ant starts performing a task with stimulus s and response threshold value is given by
Where n is a positive integer. Definition 3 The probability of dropping the load is given by The values of the stimuli are calculated by evaluating fuzzy if-then rules as explained in paper [9] . Compared with those algorithms such as FCM, this algorithm has several advantages. Firstly, it is the first time for the fuzzy rules to be used in clustering algorithm. Secondly, it is not sensitive with the initial value of cluster center. Thirdly, it is robust and efficiently. But it is not so perfect and can be optimized on several points.
4.ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION
Contrasting with those traditional clustering methods, ant-clustering boasts a number of advantages due to the use of mobile agents, which are autonomous enti-ties, both proactive and reactive, and have the capability to adapt, cooperate and move intelligently from one location to the other in the bi-dimensional grid space. Generally said that an ant-based algorithm should be autonomy, flexibility and parallelism. But with the fuzzy ants clustering algorithm discussed in paper [9] , there are several drawbacks. Firstly, used only one ant, this method has loosen the parallel characteristic of ants colony. Second, it is too complex to calculate the similarity based on rough set theory. Thirdly, there may be some data objects which have never been assigned to an ant when the algorithm is terminate. Fuzzy ants clustering method needs to be improved in these aspects.
4.1parallelize algorithm
Ant based clustering have some advantages, such as Autonomy: Not any prior knowledge (like initial partition or number of classes) about the future classification of the data set is required. Clusters are formed naturally through ant's collective actions.
Flexibility: Rather than deterministic search, a stochastic one is used to avoid locally optimal.
Parallelism: Agent operations are inherently parallel. But if we have only one ants in algorithm, it is not a real ant colony method. So, we preserve multi-ants to perform parallel clustering. There are n/3 ants, where n is the number of data items.
4.2memory bank
The clustering process on the grid can be accelerated significantly by the use of a device of memory bank for the fuzzy ant, a modified version of the 'short-term memory' introduced by Lumer and Faieta [3] . No like Lumer and Faieta's approach that there are ant agents and data items respectively in the system, we have only ant agents. To bias the direction of the agent's random walk, we keep a global memory to store the ever-moved cells for each ant. In the algorithm iteration, the loaded ants can referentially search their memory banks for a best direction to move. The best cell i, defined by a pair of coordinate (x,y), is a cell with heap H that the load L was most similar to.
The decision whether drop its load at cell i still be taken probabilistically with the threshold IF-THEN rules defined in paper [9] . Memory bank brings forth heuristic knowledge guiding ants' moving in the bi-dimensional grid space. So the randomness of ants' motion decreases, meanwhile the algorithm's convergence speeds up.
4.3density-based 'look ahead' method
Depending on the definition of items and heap/clusters similarity, we can decide whether a item belongs to a cluster or not. According the idea in DBSCAN that a cluster can be looked as a neighborhood of a given radius which contains at least a minimum number of points, i.e. the density in the neighborhood has to exceed a threshold [14] . So after a few iterations of clustering, the data objects in a high density cell can be approximately classified into the same cluster. Thus these itmes have no need to be visit frequently. The main job is to survey those items in less density cells and determine where to move. Then those items which belong to a cluster already will be resting for a long time, and has lower probability to be moved again. This method will not lead to high misclassification error rate.
Definition: A cell is 'dense-cell' if the data item number, Pts, exceed a certain threshold, MinPts. Else if Pts less than MinPts but bigger than zero, we call this cell as 'sparse-cell'. Else Pts=0, i.e. there is no any items in this cell, we call it "empty-cell".
MinPts can be defined as follows:
Where k is an adjusting coefficient, k>1. We propose here a 'look ahead' strategy: Before an ant moved to cell, it firstly estimates the cell's density into three types. If the cell is a dense-cell, it will go to next position. If the cell is a sparse-cell, it will drop a item based on IF-THRN rules. If the cell is empty-cell, i.e. there is no data item at all, then the ant agent will moving directly.
5.ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
In our algorithm, there are n data items, and n/3 ants. Initially the items are scattered randomly on a discrete 2D board, the board can be considered a matrix of m×m cells, and m2=4n. We maintained a cell list, each cell has five parameters. 
Where s and t are the position parameter, O is a binary value to identify if an ant is visiting this cell, C is the center of heap in this cell, and Pts is number items in it.
There are also a cell list for each ant to save its visit history, which is a memory bank discussed above.
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, where i=1,…, n/3, and j=1,……, m×m.
The algorithm is given as follows. 
6.EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have applied our new algorithm to several numerical databases including synthetic ones and real databases from the Machine Learning repository Machine Learning Repository, http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository .html .
We have used 4 evaluation measures to evaluate the resulting partition obtained by the three clustering algorithms. They are the number of identified clusters(#Clusters) Inner Cluster Variance(Variance) Classification Error Rate [2] (Cl.Err) and the overall running time of the algorithm(Runtime). Table 1 gives the parts of experiment results. The results demonstrate that, if clear cluster structures exist within the data, the ant clustering algorithm including: CSI and Ours, is quite reliable at identifying the correct number of clusters. In contrast with the k-means, Our algorithm shows its strength in its ability to automatically determine the number of clusters within the data.
Compare the runtimes of the three algorithms, we can see our algorithm is the fastest algorithms and its time consumer changes little with the scale of data set. So it is a fast clustering algorithm with prefect scalability.
7.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a modified clustering algorithm with fuzzy ants. With the use of IF-THEN rules, it can be simplify the calculating in clustering. Based on the single fuzzy ant algorithm, we extended it to parallel ants, added a memory bank for each ant, and proposed a density-based method permits each ant to "look ahead", which reduces the times of cell-inquiry. Consequently the clustering time gets saved. We made some experiments on real data sets and synthetic data sets. Compared with other classical clustering algorithm, our algorithm is a viable and effective clustering algorithm.
